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Abstrre;. This paper continues the research on elementary DOL systems. In particular we 
provide an alternative (and simpler than the one presented in [ 11) proof that the DOL (sequence) 
equiv; lent-e problem is decidable. 
1. Introduction 
The notjon of a homomorphism on a free monoid .is a basic notion in the formal 
language theory, and it is certainly a central notion in the theory of L systems (see, 
e.g., [S]). It must be clear to anyone fc;:!~zing the developmztit 3f the theory of L 
systems that our kk.owledge about the ‘basic properties of htimomorphisms is rather 
poor. This may be due to the fact that we have only few basic techniques to d;:al 
with them ‘.amcmg these techniques, e.g., the growth function arguments ‘as in [j] 
and subword complexity arguments as in [2]). 
In [Sl we have proposed a technique which we believe is a basic technique to dzal 
with. hr,momorphisms (several examples of its usefulness were demonstrated in [3]). 
This p;aper elaborates on this technique as well as extsnds it. As an example of’ its 
appliic;rition we provide a proof of decidability oi t e DOL sequence equivalence 
pro,ble m. The decidability of this problem was dem strated in [I 1. O-H- new proof 
is difkrent from the one in [I 1. e believe that tthis proof is simpler, r::ore 
elerne.Itary and sheds an additional light on the nature of this problem. 
We assume the reader to be familar with rudiments of formal language ih~:orv 
and in particular e rudiments of the th.eor:J of L syst 
problems considere 
OL systems generatna 
no : 
In this paper under &e DOL e~zsivtzle~e problem we understand the following 
decision problem: 
“Is it <decidable whether or not two arbitrary DOL syskms generate the same 
skzquenc~s”? 
. 
Mostly we will use the standard formal language theoretic notation and 
terminology. Perhaps the following deserves pecial mentioning. 
(1) For a finite set 2, #Z denotes it cardinality. N and N+ denote tbe set of 
nonnegative and positive integers, respectively. Given finite alphabets B iat31 A, 
HUM(E, A) denotes the set of all homomorphisms from Z* into A*. If H G 
HEfM(S, C) then Semhl denotes the semigroup of homomorphisms generated by fi 
The composition of homomorphisms hl, . . . , hk, applied in this order, is written as 
hk . . . hl. For a homomorphism h in HOM(Z, A) and R E C*, 
im~-~~5A*:~B)Kfh(B)=ru]~. _- Also max h = max{la I: a E ima). - 
(2) For an automaton we use the notation ,4 = (2, Q, 8, +: F) and A is a finite 
automaton if its set of states Q ‘is finite. In specifying automata we always assume 
that all the transitions not specified by its definition lead to a special “dead state” D 
(all transitions from D lead to itself and D&F). The language of A is denoted by 
T(A). SUCC(Q) denotes the set of all states from which one can get to a final state. 
For a 4 in Q and a in Z*, the trace of a started at 4 is the sequence of states 
encountered when following CT in A starting with q. Also PRED((I) denotes the set 
of all states in Q from which q cm be reached in one transition step. 
(3) For a DOL system G = (Z, h, w ), Z(G) denotes its sequence oo, 01, . . . . 
The following terminology concerning homomorphisms will be slsed in the 
sequel. 
on 2.1. Let h, g E HOM(C, A). 
(1) Let K be a language over X. We say that h A< are K-equal, denoted as 
h =~g, if, for every word (Y in K, h(a) = g(x). In such a case we say that K is an _\ 
~~~~~~~g set for h, g. 
(2) The m&ma! identifying set for h, g, d,enoted as MID(h, g), . is defined by 
rr:.~~,g)~ia~8*:h(n)=g(a)}. 
(3 L& 7’CV@,CYl,. . . be a sequence of words over 2. We say that h, g are 
I-equrai, denoted h =7g, if, for every i ~0, h(ai)= g&). 
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by introducing a notion of an elementary language. Then we prove a basic 
combinatorial property of elementary languages. 
Let US start by recalling from [3] the notion of an elementary homomorp 
.l. Let h E HOM(Z, 6). We say that h is simp2ifiable if there exists an 
ialphabet A with #A < #C and homomorphisms f E HOM(.Z., ), g E HOM(A, 0) 
riuch tkt h = gf; otherwise h is called elementary. 
The notion of an elementary homomorphism generalizes to DOL systems as 
follows. 
din&ion 3.2. Let G = (2, h, o) be a DOL system. G is carled elementary if h is 
elementary. 
The following easy result from [3] underlies a lot of our considerations about 
decidability of various yi.tiblt;Ms considered in this paper. 
Lemma 3.3. (i) Ii is decidable whether or not apz arbitary homomorphism is elemen- 
tary. 
(ii) It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary DOE system is eLementary. 
The idea of a simylifiable (elementary) homomorphism can be generalized to sets 
as follows. 
Definition 3.4. Let X be a finite alphabet and Let U c I* be a fink language. We 
say that U is simplifiable if there exists 2 c Z* SLICK that # 2 < # U and U c Z*. 
Otherwise U is called elementary, 
Note that if a homomorphism h E HOM(E, 0) is elementary then i ~_ is cle- 
mentary. This is a reason that elementary sets are of interest to us, and we move 
now to investigate ihem. 
The next reszit turns out to be an important result for this paper. 
eoram ,?,A. Let U = {al, . . . , uk) be an elementary set over the alphabet 
jE(1,. * *, k), X, y E U” and y E .E* be SUCK that uixy = uiy. 
I Ul . . . c+k. 
13~ induction on luix I. 
(O), ]i.iiXl= 0. The results is obvious. 
91: of U, or 1(, is a 
x72 , A, Elmwifeucht,. 0. &zedwg 
-- S&e &&mentarary and l~fl> Iu~I wte get /~zQI e GUI* * l U&A TINIS if z == A then 
the claim holds. 
Assume that x #A. 
Let us define V = (vi, . . . , vk} by: t+ = ut for t ir: j and v,i = t. Since U is elemen- 
tary, all VI,. . . , vii; are different and V is elementary. 
C&My U*G V* and iur - . s ukl = /vi . l . v&luil. 
From U&IT = ujy and gi = uiz it follows that kr = zy. Now to apply the induction 
hypothesis to t5e equation xy = zy and t’o elementary set V we will consider two 
CaseS. 
(9 x = um;-F for some tig #j and 2 E U’. 
Then U&J = .ty and so vmZy = viy with m #j and 2, y G r/*, But lvrn~I= 1x1~ 
SupI =p+ 1 and so by the induction hypothesis we get Iv,&1 s Iv1 l 0 . vao j-k. 
Consequently lufif = lh&t lvti\d Iv1 l l . vkl+ juil-k = 1~41 . . . u&-k 
(ii) x = u# for some Z E U*. 
Ir?llen x = uizx’ = viv$ = vfi where 9’ =I v$ E V* and so v& = vjy where i # j and 
3, y E V*. l%us applying the induction hypothesis is in (i) we get that luix 1 s 
IUl l ’ ” J+#$: 
A- -- 
(2.2) up = 241 for some 2 EC’. 
This case is symmetric to (2.1). This time we define V = (VI, . . . 9 vk} in such a 
way that vt =ui for t#i and vi= z. Deleting the prefix uj from both sides of the 
equation wy = u/y we get an equation zxy = y. Again we can find m St i such 
that y = vmy with y E V*. Thus we get an equation vixy = v,,J and then proceed 
as in (2.1) to get the result. 
We will point out now two consequences of Theorem 3.5; although they are not 
directly needed for the proof of our main result they are certainly interesting on 
their CWn. 
First of these results tells us simply that an elementary language is a code. 
3.6. Let U = (~1, . . . , uk) be GV; elementary set. If il, * . . , in, jl, l . l , jm, 
fkom (1,. * l , k] are such that ui, l 1 l ui,, = uh 9 l 9 ui,, then m = n and i, = jt for 
lac?n. 
Ety contradiction. 
for each p 2 1, (Ui, l l l Illi,)’ = (ui, 0 * l ui,,,,)‘. Thus if (il, * . . , in) # 
0 ‘1 5 . . . F jm) then one can obtain an equation of the form U,X = u,y where r # s and 
& y E * but l&Xl > lrrl l l l uk I-k; a contradiction to Theorem 3.5. 
As a second corollary of Theorem 3.5 we get another proof of a quite useful 
tive ~omomo~hi$m is siqdifiable. 
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oaf, Let ~EHOM(&A), r:={ar, *. . , ak}. If h is noninjective on C the result is 
obvious. So let us assume that for every a, b E 2, a f b we have h(a) # 82 (b), and so 
# imhE = #C = k. We will show that if h is elementary then it must be injective. To 
this aim assume that h is elementary and SO in@ = (~1, . . . , uk), where ui = h(ai) 
fDr i= 1,. . . , k, is an elementary set. If we assume that h is not iniective, then there 
must exist il, . . . , i,,, jl, . . . , j,,, in (1, . . . , k} such t at (il, . . . , i,) f (II, . . . , jm) but 
lb, l ’ ’ I.‘,, = Z4il ’ l ’ Ui, which contradicts Theorem 3.6. Consequently if h is ele- 
jnentary then h must be injective and so the theorem holds. 
4. Approxim al iiden ing sets of elementary 
The maximal identifying sets for a given set of homomorphisms turn out to play a 
major role in investigating DUI systems. In this section we present a construction 
which given a pair of homomorphisms h, g provides a (not necessarily 
automaton, called the (h, g)-automaton, which accepts precisely MID(h, g). Then 
we prove that if h, g are elementary then the (h, g)-automaton is finite and, 
moreover, there exists an efflective method of “approximating” such an automaton. 
Definition 4,l. Let h, g E HOM(2, A). Then the (h, g)-automaton, denoted as Ah.,, 
is a (not necessarily finite) deterministic automaton which equals the initial connec- 
ted component of the automaton (2, 0, 6, qin, F) where Q = Q1 u C)Z with 
121 = {[A I, D), Q2 = Q2h u Q2g, 
Q2/, = ([h, a] : a E d +}, 
Q2g = {[g, 4 : CY E CL+), 
F = {[A II, 
and 5 is defined as I’ollows: 
for every a E 2, 
(i) S(Q k)= D, 
(ii) 6([. I j, a) = 
k (d j - g(a) then [11 I4 
*[h(a)a = g(a) and&q E (i 
*[g(a)m = h(a) and a5 E ii 
F A 1 
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(a)/3 = h(a) an 
(a)= h(a)P an 
-We ~q+se -die foUo&ig terminology ‘concerning AJ,,~. 
(1) If 41~ Qz then tailq = Q where either q = [h, tu] or q = [g, a]. 
(2) A state q E Q is calIed determikstic if there is at most one e;l in C such that 
S(q, a)# D. We use DET(Q) to denote ,the set of all deterministic states in Q. ~ 
The following, two technical risuIts explain the usefuiness of-the ktomaton Ah,* 
(We prove only the second one, since the proof of the first result is obvious.) 
$4.3. T(Ah,,) = MID(h, g). 
4.3. If h and g rare elementary homomorphisms then §UCC(Q) is a finite set. 
R@Uf. 
0 i 
(3e )w(tlq )~~znsucc(Q) [if (tailql ‘me then q E DH(Q)]. 
Roof of (i). We prove it by contradiction. 
6.1) I&f eh == (2 maxr(h)+Ih(alaa l l 9 a&-s),’ where 1: = {ai,. . . :, an}, and 
assume q = [Pz, Q! ] ti DET(Q), q E SXX~~Q) but IVY I> e,,. 
Thus 
@ai, ai)z[ai f: ai, S(q, ai) f: D and S(q, ai) f D]. 0 * 
Since farI> eh > maxrh only the third and the fourth case of the conditional 
definition of a([h, a], a) apply to 8(q, ai) and S(q, ai). Hence: from (*) it follows 
that 
)A*(3t&+(3jl, - l . , ji~l[cl....,~~Ecrg(aj)~j = h(aj)h (ail) l * m h(aj,.J]. (***) . 
IAS p be the maximal positive integer such that 
(%%*[&&)h(ail) l l l h&Jr = a]. 
ok that since irrj > 2 maxr h wch a p exists,) 
Then (**) implies that 
6% * * l ~~~~i~~~~~l~~- (al . 0 l a&-n. (***:kj 
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But (***) implies that 
Since i Pi ant !rnxh is elementary (because h is elementary), rhis together with 
(****) contradictsTheorem 3 5. 
(i.2) cimilarly if eg = (2 maxr(g)-t- Ig(ar . * l a&n) xx.! we assume that q = 
ILg, (u] ti DIET(Q), q E SUCC(Q), but lcvl=> e,, then we get a contradiction. 
(i.3) Thus (i‘, holds if we set e = max(eh, e,}. 
( > ii 
(3r)N+~q)Q2*SUCC(Q)rif bib I> r e* Ph=%?) = DEwal 
Proof of (ii). This folI-jws from (ij and from the obvious fact that 
(%)N+vq, &&[if 6(q, c) = (j for !mme a in 2 then 11 l?dq I- Ita&j 1 (/ < s]. 
(iii) Let ro be the smallest positive integer satisfying (ii) and larger than e fro;?\ 
(i). Then a state q from Q2 is called long if Itail ql> !yo and it is called .si’~~rt 
otherwise; LONG(Q) and SHORT(Q) denote the correspondirtq subsct~ of Qz. 
(iv) Let q E (SHORT(Q)) n (DET(Q))n (SUCC(Q)). Let T = q, q 1, qz, . . . , q,, 
and?=q,&,&f O., qin be two traces starting at q where q1 = 4, is long. Let i. be the 
smallest index such that qio is short. Then for every i s io, qi = i&. 
Proof of (h$ This follows directiy from (ii). 
(v) According to (iv) if q E (SHORT(Q))n (DET(Q))n (WCC(Q)> and one 
considers a trace starting with q, leading through long states and ending with a short 
state, thzn this +,iace is unique. Let TRANS(q) denote the set of states appearing in 
this unique t ace (thus in the notation of (iv) we have TRANS(q) = (q, 41, . . . , q& 
IVote that IXANS(q) is a finite set. 
(vi) IF a E r(tg - ,J then 
aven two Pxomomorphi~ms h, g we WI effectively construct aseq;Ience of finite 
automats approximating Aha, hence also approximating MID(h, g). This is clone as 
folbws* 
_&t ~$$be_>l!e autpFat?n constructed, in Ithe smne way as Ah,, except hat we 
de ti states [A], “D and all short &&es; all other states of Ak,g (and transitions 
,@adiig to IFnd from them) are discarded. 
Let for I a z, JP”‘) kg be the automaton csnsltructed in the same way as Ati but we 
enlarge the set of states by including all states 4 from Q for which Itgil q1 s ro + / 
where ro i-3 %e coastant (separating short states from long) from the proof of 
Lemma 4.3. Among these states we discard t*he ones from which we cannot reach 
(staying within this new set of states only!!) either [A] or D. 
In this *way we get the sequence 
(21 A$$ A$;, A,, . . . . 
‘3%~ sequence is denoted as & J,,* It is call&i an approximating sequence of Ah,*, and 
he corresponding sequence of languages 
T(A&, T(A& T(Af;), . . . 
ii;, called an approdmating seqtmcx of MID(h, g). 
AS a consequence of the above consStruction (a d lemmata 4.2 and 4.3) we get 
!I:he fcrllowing result. 
4.4. There exists an algorithm, which given Tao arbitrary elementary 
irtonkia:rphisms h,g will generate, one by one, elements of a sequence 
like following r-e&t althou& not needed for the proof of our main result is an’ 
inkresting cxk-, y uence of Theorex 4.4. 
. If it, g are elementary, then MD(h, g) is regular. 
e would like to point out that in general, wken h, g are arbitrary, MID(h, g) do 
nm! have to be: regular. 
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5. On the eqoivalence of elemenhwy homcbmorphisms on a DOL sequense 
We start thi% section by investigating the inverse homomorphism image of a 
langua,ge by’ a (n,$t r!ecessarily fmite) set of homomorphisms. Formally it is defined 
as follows. 
Definition 5.1. Let K be a language, K C Z*, 2nd ;et H be a set of homomor- 
phisms from X* into X*. TIni: H-inverse of K, denoted as I(K, H), is defined by 
I(K,Mj=Ia:~~*:~~)~[h(ru)EK]). 
Theorem 5.2. Let K C X* and let Pibe a set of hornomorphisms,+om Z:* into X*. If 
K is regular then K(K, H ) is regular. 
Proof. Let A = (2, Q, 6, qin, F) be a finite automaton such that T(A) = K. 
For each h in H let A,, = (2, Q, Sk, qin, F) be a finite automaton such that 
0Q)oV4&h(q9 a)= S(q, &r))l. 
Clearly: 
1. (Va)r,*[h(a!)~ T(A) if and only if ~11 E T(Ah)] and 
2. {Ah : h. E W} is a finite ;et. 
But regular languages are ciDsed under finite intersection, and so I(K, H) = 
nhad T(Ak) is a regular set. 
The above proof technique is weil illustrated in the proof of the following known 
result (see 113) which, although not needed in the proof of our main result, is quite 
fundamental in the theory of DBL._ sy: kms. 
Theorem 5.3. It is decidable whether or not L(G)C T(A) for an wbitrary L~JL. 
system G and an arbitrary finite automaton A. 
Pr~c~f. Lest G = (2, h, o) and let H = Seig{h}. Note that one can effectively con- 
struct an automaton AIw such that T(AH)= I(T(A), H). This follows from the 
proof c/f Theorem 5.2 and from the observation that: for each PI 3 2. .4hn is 
c~btaimd from Ah”--’ in the same way as Ah is obtained from A. Hence to decide 
whether L(G)c T(A) it s&ices to check whether w E I(r(4), H4 which can hz 
eff.et:ti\ ely done because 2he membership question for finjte automata is decidabk. 
Idlou we can prove the main result of this section. 
3. If I@-(#))# g(.f”(m3:, output h $vg. 
4. If 0 E T(p,) outgut~ h =T g. 
5. Elsesetn:=n+l,goto2. 
The effectiveness and correctness of this illgorithm follows from Theorem 5.2, 
(and its proof) and its termination f~~llows from Theorem 4.4. 
6. A sohatimn d the DOL qalwlence problem 
In order to solve the DOL equivalence problem using results that WC have got so 
far we need the foilbvkg result which we believe is of interest on its own. 
‘3%~ 6.X. Let hl, hZ E H@M!(Z, 2). 7here exisss G szquewe il, , . . , ik of trlements 
fkom {1,2) and homomorphisms f, pi, p2 such that hl F,il * . * kik = pj’, hzhi, * * * hi, = 
plf and homomorphisms ~1, ~2, fCpl, fp2 are elementary. 
Moreover if hi, ha are effectiv~ely given then il, . . . , ik, f, ~1, p2 cr;m be effectively 
co?lstfucted. 
proof. if k, A2 are elementary then the result is triviaily true. 
‘Let u.s then assume that at feast one of hl, h2 is not elementary. Let 8 be an 
alphabet such that # P < # 6 and 
(iI Q% . - . , i~9rl.2~43f)HOM(~,~)(3g)HOM(~.~)[hil s . . hi, = gfJ, and 
[ii) l,..*, .21 if ((3jT)HoMCt.~~3f~~,=~~h~, - - * hi, = gfl) then 
(#‘Qr=-# 
Take fi g satisfying (i) and set p1 = hIg and p2 = h2g. 
kt 71~ hIhi, l * l hi, and 72 = hzhi, * * * hi,, where il, . . . , ik satisfies (i). 
Iher. Tj = h&=pJ and 72= hzgf-p2f. 
B&w the “minimality” of @ :mpIies that pl, ~2, fpl and fb2 are elementary. 
our choice of iI, . . . , 6, PI, p2 and f satisfies the first part of ;he 
eat of the ~~~orern. 
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The second part of this result is proved as follows. Let us generate systematically 
all sequences, il . . , , ik from (1,2)‘. For each-. of them let us find whether or not 
there exists 171, p2, .f satisfying conditions of the theorem. If we succeed we are 
zlone; if not we move to the next sequence. The first part of this proof guarantees 
that we will eventually succeed. 
Remark. In the proof 0 our main result (Theorem 6.2) we need a weaker version 
of Theorem 6.1; in this weaker version we require that only p1 and p2 from the 
statement of Theorem 6.1 are elementary. However the way we would prove this 
weaker result is identical to our proof of Theorem 6.1. Thus we have a stronger 
result (which is then more interesting on its own) wihtout making our proof of the 
main theorem of this paper rncxe complicated. 
Now we are able t? prove the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 6.2. The IDOL sequence equivalence problem is decidable. 
Proof. Ls:t GI =(X, hi, o) and Gz= (2, h2, w) be DOL systems with %‘(GI)= 
tip !I) ,Ol 9*-- and 8(Gz) = 0:” ~1~’ . . . 
Let il, . . . , ik, PI, ~2, @I, fpz’satis& the statement of Theorem 6.1 for hl, hz. 
Let g1=hlhi,**.hi, and gz=hzhi,**-hi, and let for l~i52, OS~S~, Gi.i= 
(Ei,j, gi9 uji')* 
(i) I= %(Gz) if and only if for every O<j s k, S$(G1,,j) = $$‘(G2,i>. 
Proof of (i). (1) Obviously %‘(GI)= %(G2) imDlies that %(G,J) = gj(G2.i) for every 
O~jSZk. 
(?) Asslime &it, for every OS~ s k, 8(Gl,i, IL- %‘(G2,i). Then if we assume that 
8(G1) irt SX(C’2) we get a contradiction as follows. 
Let P& be the minimal integer such that 02’ # o?. 
If P?lSk then %(G,,,)# %‘(Gz,m); a contradiction. 
If m-=-k then for some Ial we have O<m--1. k-tlsk and iuz! ~.k,-, = 
oC2$ &. 1 m . r- 
But t:len the Zth elemerit in 8’(G I,n,_ [. k+l) and fhe Ah element in ~(Gz.~, ,. in+: I 
are difkrent; a contradiction. 
(ii) IIence we can decide whether %(GI)= S?(G,) if *we can decide v,hcthcr 
%‘(Gl,i)= E(GZ,i) for every 06 j d k. Let US then fix a j and let k 
We get the situation, shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. 
Let HI = (8, fp~, T#) and RZ = (t9, fpz, ~6~‘) where 8 is the alphabet through 
which 81 and g2 are simplified. 
If pS” f pf’ then $(I&)# 8(H2), 
So assume that pi’) = pf! Let rS@‘~) = T and let a! = # = nh2’. 
@I] Yfp* = 472 then (Vn)N[~l(f~l)~((y)=pa(fp2)~((y)1. 
@A). By induction on n. 
n = 0. ckarl:y p&k) = p&x). 
4-b. 
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P*(fp$+l(~) =P2fP2(fP2)%) = P2fPdfPJYCL:J = Pr~fP*)““W 
= PdfPdncl(Q! J 
where the second equality follows from the inductive assumption an the last 
equality follows from the assumption that p1 =7p2. 
Thus (ii. 1) holds. 
Howpver the following is obvious. 
(ii.2) %(HI) = S(H2) if and only if &’ = wb2’ and pl = T p2. 
Thus to decide whether %(Hl)= %‘(Hz) it suffices to decide whether p1 =*pz 
which by Theorem 5.4 we can do. But then the theorem follows from (i). 
7. Discussion 
We would like to conclude our paper by a LPO~P detailed analysis of Theorem 6.1 
and by a dizussion of a solution of the DOL equivalence pro,blem for elementary 
DOL systems. 
7. I’. 
A natural question concerning Theorem 6.1 is the following one: 
Given two arbitrary homomorphisms hl, h2 E HOM(Z, Z) can me find effective!y 
a constant: C such that the statement of Theorem 6.1 holds for some k not larger 
than C? 
The :answQr is “yes” and it iz presecfed in our next rcs!~lt. 
Let !h, kz E HOM(Z, Z) where F :- = * Let @ be a function from 
into K” defined by @+: ; =G 2 . @(x - l)+ 1 for x 2 1. Then for some k s @” (1) there 
exists CE sq lence il, . . . , ik of elements from (1,2) and homomorphisms f, p 1, ~2 
satisfyxg the statement of Xheorem 6.1. 
Since the resuh is trivial when both k: an 
that at Beast one of hI , h2 is simpli 
o-M@, Ol), p E MO 
p2j’ for some ~1, p2 E HOM(&, 2). 
hue_ let us assume in 
such tFJat 
182 
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hIhi, - . . hi, = plf, h& * * * hi, =Pf for ~1, POE HOM(Oli,...ik, Z). 
If pl, p2, fpi, ,fpz satisfy the statement of the lemma we are done. Otherwise there 
can be two reasons why the statement of the lemma is not (yet) true. 
b (1) At least one of pr, p2 is simphfiable 
Thus there exists an alphabet dl with #ii < # @i,...ik such that at least one of 
hlhi, * l * h&T h2hi, l * s hi, can be simplified through A. For example h lhi, * l * hi, = 
pxf where f~ HOM(1z: A) kd p’ E HOM(A, 2). 
But then also hIhi, l l l h&ihil l . l hi, and hzhi, * * * hi*hIhi, . l l hi, cw be 
simplified through h. 
Thus in this case we have got a new sequence (ir, . . . , ik, 1, ir, . . . , ik) of 1engt:k 
2k + 1 and a new smaller alphabet A = @il..-ikI~lae-ik satisfying our inductive 
assumption. 
f2) At least one of fpl, fp2 is simplifiable through an alphabet A with #A < 
# Qi,.+ (Assume _frrl is.) 
Then also plfplf and p&d ase*simpIifiable through A. 
Hence we have got a new sequence (il, . . . , ik, I, il, . . . , ik j of length 2k + 1 and a 
new smaller alphabet A = @iia.ei~lileaei~ s t sfying our inductive assumption. 
Since we can jterate our procedure at most n = #S times (and from the proof of 
the Theorem 6.1 we know that for a “minimal alphabet” the conditions of the 
lemma are satisfied) e”(1) yields us a desired upper bound and the lemma holds. 
One can easily prove that the function cpi from the statement of Lemma 7.1 
satisfies the inequality at-z )S _ I”‘@-+ 2). If we set now a(O)== 1then, indeed, we ‘r _ 
can compute afforementioned constant C. 
Also one should notice that from an analysis of our proof of Lemma 7.1 it follows 
that if one considers a weaker version of Theorem 6.1 (discussed in the remark 
following Ttaeorem 6.1 and actually used in our proof of Theorem 6.2) then the 
analogous constant C would be of linear rather than of exponential type. 
7.2. 
If one is interested in the DOL equivalence problem for elementary DOL systems 
then its ~o~~~ion is even simpler than the solution of the general problem presented 
r. In this case one does nbt net:d Theorems 5.4 and 6.1 but one proceeds 
i~~~~di~~ely after Theorem 5.2 as follows. 
Let C;;r = (Ic, h, CO) and GZ = (& g, o) be elementary DOL sys’:e 
Se.n$k )* 0 = Sem{g). 
Let c%k* (11 = A$);, AAg, . . . 
1x3 Elementary hoinol plorphisms 
The following algorithm decides whether x not S!?(Gr) = 8’(GZ). 
INPUT: G,, Gz. 
PROCEDURE: 
1. Set n:=--0. 
2. Compute h”(w)), g”(w) and construct a finite automaton 8, such that T(B,,)= 
I(T;A!$ H)). 
3. If h”(w)Zg”(w) output 8=(G+ @Gz). 
4. If w E T(B,,) output %‘:Grj= g(G2). 
5. Else set n:==n + l,, goto 2. 
The effectiveness and correctness of this algorithm follows froln Theorem 5.2 
(and its proof) while its termination follows l’rom Theorem 4.4. 
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Note added in proof 
Clearly there are certain similarities between our solution of the DOL equivalence 
problem an.3 the solution presented in [.I]. Some of these similaritiz; were pointed 10 
us by Dr. K. Culik IL The most important of them is that given our Tkoren; 4.4 ~irati 
(the proof of) Theorem 4.5 from [l] one cari prove Theorem 5.4. 
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